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Summary -- 

The characteristic8 of a LC cm P.J.G.(Pea- 
aing ionization gauge) discharge and it8 applic- 
ation ae an ion 8ource cit. a low preesure blre 
given. Using a hot cathode two region8 of oper- 
ation are found, one above and the other below 
1 micron. Pulsed ion current reaching 1 Ampere 
could be extracted from this 8ource through a 
10 cm diameter gridded cathode at 8 discharge 
current of about 20 Ampereeund a g88 pressure of 
C.5 micron. The cathode discharge current wu8 
found to contain electrons. The ion current to 
the reflector cathode i8 about 10% of the dia- 
charge current. 

1. Introduction 

There has been incretraing intere8t in high 
current ion 8ourcea for their uae in intenee in- 
jector8 for accelerators, ionic propellera and 
for thermonuclear reeearcb. In all type8 of in- 
tense 8ource8 it ia always neceseary to create fb 
region of high ionization density and to furninh 
some mean8 for the extraction of ione from euch 
jonised region. arthermore it i8 ea8ential to 
achieve this with the maximum pO88ible effici- 
ency of gas and electrical power con8umption. It 
is equally important that the beam be extracted 
with maximum percentape of atomic iona, both for 
beam hooogenity and for improved efficiency. 

The mechanism for producing an intense pla- 
l mn varies from one type of ion source to the 
other, while ion bewa extraction ia uaunlly ef- 
fected by (L highly negative extractor that pro- 
dUCe8 the required shape and strength of the ex- 
traction field. In the P.J.G. ion-rource u8e i8 
made of electron oscillation between two cathodes, 
and a magnetic field thrt reduce8 their diffuaion 
out of the plerma and thuo the electron mean 
lifetime i8 increamed resulting in a dense pla8ma 
with a low preaaure. The advantage of obtaining 
a high beam current at low pre88ure ia obvious 
since the ratio of ion to neutral flux will be 
large and thua a high ga8 efficiency could be 
achieved. 

In thi8 work the discharge q echani8m and 
extraction phenomenon are described. Effect of 
secondary electron emi88ion wbitbin the source 
and out of it on the beam collector i8 con8i- 
dered. Al80, the positive ion divi8ion between 
the cathode8 ie diacuased, tend this ir compared 
with the experimental valuea obtained. Another 
coopariaon i8 made between the extracted current 
and that calculated from the Child-Langmuir law. 

2. Mecheni8m of the P.I.G. Ion Source 

The P.I.G. Di8cherge. 

In the P.I.G. diacherge electron8 oscillate 
between two plane cathode8 8eparated by a cylin- 
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drical anode in the presence of an axiul magne- 
tic field which confine8 electrona and prevent8 
them from ercaping to the anode. Hence the in- 
creased lifetime of electrona reimea their pro- 
bability of ionization and 8 denae phamn ia 
formed at a reduced pre88ure. During their oa- 
cilletion electrons make elertic and ionizing 
colli8iona with ga8 molecule8. The reaul ting 
iona are transported equally to both cathode8 
under ideal symmetry and eject 8econdary elec- 
tron8 from the cathode8 which oscillate like 
the primary electron8 and take part in the ion- 
ization processes. The secondary electron cur- 
rent depend8 on the ion energy, the cathode 
material and it8 eurface conditions. It is 
given by VI+, where % = secondary emiseion CO- 
efficient, and I+ - poeitive ion current to the 
cathode. 

Now, due to electron collision with gas 
atome and moleculea, they will diffuse acroaa 
the magnetic field to the anode where they are 
collected to return to the power supply. HOW- 
ever, the two-body collision diffuaion i8 not 
enough to account for the entire diecharge cur- 
rent. Thus, there mu8t be another diffusion 
mechanism. It ia poaaible that when electron8 
move in CrO88ed electric and m&gnetiC fielda a 
Cycloid81 motion Will result giving eleCtrOna 
an average drift velocity perpendicular to both 
fields. 1Thia tranaverae drift velocity is 
given by 

where B ia the magnetic field (gsuas), and E is 
the component of electric field per endiculsr 
to the magnetic field (V/cm). Dohm fi found that 
such motion is unstable snd ie rich with every 
type of oscillations. Because the plasnla oscil- 
lates, electric fields can arise which could 
produce a motion of electron8 perpendicular to 
the magnetic field. Thus it i8 perhapa not 
eurpriaing that we ob8erve oscillation8 in 
practice. 

The Ion -traction from the Plasma. 

It i8 well knOM that mO8t pl88m88 or pl88- 
maa in thermionic equilibrium are surrounded by 
a positive ion sheath which exiatsbetween the 
plasm8 boundary (Sl in Fig. la) and any aUrf8Ce 
S2 near the plasma. This surface ia charged 
negatively and the plasma a88upea a positive 
potential with rerspect to the aurfece. For a 
plane electrode the sheath thiclmeaa i8 given 
b+ 

t- 0.23 9 / d (j)* cm (2) 
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There M = molecular weight of the gas, Vqoten- 
tial difference acrow the sheath (volts) and 
j-ion current density leaving the pleemu boun- 
dary ( A/cm2) end is given by 

j 3 3.5 I 10 -10 n+ (Tt / M*) (3) 

where n+-positive ion density, 
electron temperature. 

and T,Paean 

If a circular hole in cut in Sd (Pig. lb) 
the plasma penetratea through the hole. This 
part of the plaama becomes the ion-emitting aur- 
face rhen the appropriate ne atire potential ia 
applied to the extractor S2 7 Fig. lc). Under 
the moat favourable condition8 e parallel heap 
ie emitted whose current is space charge limited 
given by the Child-Langmuir lan4 

I?/2 
“es 

J+ (protons) = 5.46 x 10e8 - 
X2 

A/cm2 (4) 

xhere V ex-extraction voltage (volt.), and X = 
extraction gap (cm). The electric field in the 
extraction gap ia obtained from eq.4. 

- I E _ 5600 14 s-t vi dVex 
dx ex (5) 

hhere I - total berun current. and J = tirea of 
ion-emitting eurface. Eq.5 indicate8 that the 
electric field could be reduced by increasing 
the area of plaama boundary, thus reducing the 
voltage breakdown probleme. 

The different eyrtems which could be uaed 
for beam extraction are indicated in pig. 2. 
\Yith a Pierce5 extractor a concave plaaaa boun- 
dary could be eetablished (Fig. 28) with the 
proper extractiin voltage. The emission area ir 
higher than that of a flat boundary. Still 
higher ion currents could be extracted by using 
an expansion cup (Fig. 2.b) whereby the plasma 
protrudes through a narrow aperature which re- 
stricta the gan flow, a larger plasma boundary 
is formed on the application of Vex to an extr- 
actor in the form of a cylinder or a grid6y7. 
Another method for ion extraction ir to use 
grids in S2 and S3 (Fig. 2c), thin ia the method 
used here, 

3. Experimental Work and Reaulte 

Description. Apparatus 

The P.I.G. ion source used in these experi- 
went6 ia shorn in Pig. 3. The copper anode “A” 
and the top cathode “C” are xater cooled. The 
reflector cathode “H” is a tungsten grid SE$ 
transparent. Hydrogen is admitted through a 
nickel leak via a hole in the top cathode. The 
emitter iu prepared by coating a strip of nickel 
gauze with a mixture of 80% nickel powder, 10% 
barium carbonate 8nd 10% rtrontium carbonate, 
The extraction electrode haa a grid identical to 
that of the reflector and in aligned by three 
adjustable acreva. Au insulated platform car- 
ries the 8ource’e muppliei which are fed through 
an isolation transformer. A 20 A delay line 
supplies the anode with up to 2bG V pulses. 

Dependence of Arc Current on the Preamure. 

The gar prelaure is measured by an ioniz- 
ation gauge corrected for hydrogen, vhile the 
peak arc current ia measured on the oscillo~- 
cope using a 0.1 ohp reaiator in aerie with 
the cathode. With a fixed arc voltage of 80 V 
and filament current of 51 A, the magnetic field 
ia optimized at each point aa whom, in Fig. 4. 
We have two distinct region6 in the lox preaeure 
range; one below 1 A, end the other above 1 p 
rith a higher #lope. It ie also seen that the 
optimum magnetic field decreaae8 with pressure 
increeae. 

Yeasurement of the True Ion Current. 

Another tunglrteo grid 10 cm diameter and 8S$ 
tranrperency i8 negatively biased to eliminate 
error8 due to secondary electrons emitted from 
the ion collector. The entire eyatem ia ahiel- 
ded with a grounded cylinder (Pig. 5). With an 
extraction voltage of 3.2 kV the collected ion 
current I, ia seen to decrease xith the bias 
voltage until all secondary electron8 are re- 
turned and I, is returated (pig. 6). In this 
region the euppreesor grid current Ill increaaea 
slightly since all secondary electrona, and 
thus the part intercepted by the grid, are re- 
turned to the collector. In the plateuu region 
the true ion current IT I I, + IR I 0.625 + 
0.45 I 1.075 A. In this calculation the effect 
of secondary electron8 from the grid he8 been 
neglected. Prom this we can eatimste the 
secondary emission coefficient ‘(r 8t Vex=3.2 kV, 

‘5 = 
aecoodary electron currentJ.l-C.62S_o ,a\ 
primary ion current 0.625 - 

When the experiment was repeated at 2 kV, Y wns 
found to be 0.49. 

Extraction Characterietice. 

This is obtained 8t 8 preeeure of 0.9~ 
(other perametere aa ehovn in Fig. 7). The 
true ion current atarte to saturate 8t about 
1 kV extraction voltage (curve 2). The eecon- 
dary electron current (= difference between 
curves 1 and 2) increases with the extraction 
voltage eince ‘rT increases with the energy of 
primaries 8a shown in Fig. 7’, curve 2, calcu- 
lated from Fig. 7. Theee results agree reason- 8 
ably well rith reeulte obtained by other workers 
(curve 1 Pig. 7’). 

The Ion Current to the Cathodea. 

The ion current to the top cathode Ip and 
thet to the reflector cathode 11; are measured at 
8 pressure of O.Sp, a filament power of 128 \I’, 
magnetic field of 22.5 G, and an extraction 
voltage of 1.5 kV. 
rent IT (Vbia~ - 

The extracted true ion cur- 
120 V) is also meaeured at dif- 

ferent dimcharge currents, (pig. 8). It van 
noticed tbst with Vex = 0 an appreciable electron 
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current I, reaches the collector. 
Theee results indicate thnt this source is 

asysssetric as I >> IB. This is in cootradic- 
tioo with the i 3 ea that half of the discharge 
iona go to each chthodeQ. The ion ourrent to 
the reflector cathodc is nbout 9% of the dis- 
charge current under these conditions. 

Discussion of the Results. 

From eq. 1 the space charge limited current 
is calculated and ia compared iith the extrac- 
tion characteristics (true ion current). The 
agreement is only satisfied around 1 kV (F5g.Q). 
At lover voltages the experimental current is 
higher than the calculated valuea. Thin ia due 
to plasma penetration through the reflector grid 
at lower voltages thus reducing the gap distance. 
The experimental current then suturates at higher 
voltages to a value of about 0.6 A. At higher 
voltages, however, the plaema boundary retracts 
inward and the gap distance increases. 

Assuming that the positive ion current ia 
divided between the two cathodes, and conaider- 
ing secondary electron emission from the top 
cathode while the reflector cathode io regarded 
as being open (88% transparent 

J 
) then the dis- 

charge current will be, Id - I (1 + X') + I+, 
where ‘6’ is the secondary eniasion coefficient 
of copper for slow ions in hydrogen ($=0.05). 
Thus the positive ion current to each cathode is 

Id I+ I - 
2+ a’ 

For a discharge current of 10 A (corres 
7 

onding 
to a true value of ion current of 0.6 A , I 
from eq. 6 will be 4.88 A. By considering the 
88% transparency of both reflector grid and 
suppressor grid I+ should be 3.78 A, which is 
much higher than C.6 A. Thin deviation ie ex- 
plained as follows. ‘Then the magnetic field is 
sufficiently strong an intense negative space 
charge is formed irt the discharge axis causing a 
reduction of the axial potential and allowing 
some electrons to reach the cathode and cancel a 

large part of the positive ion current. Thie is 
confirmed by the electron current indicated by 
the collector when the extraction voltage is 
zero (I, in Fig. 8). For Id - 1C A, I, reaches 
more than 2 A. It is therefore seen that the 
discharge current as measured in the cathode 
circuit contains an electron current component 
due to the negative space ;h;;ge, which agrees 
with previous observations 9 ‘. 

On the other hand the current Ip to the top 
cathode is )) I8 of the reflector cathode (Fig.8) 
due to the contribution of electron current 
leaving the filament as well as secondary elect- 
ron emission from the entire urea of the top 
cathode surface. 

Aa shown in Fig. 8, it is reasonuble that 
the reflector current I8 is approrimotely equal 
to the true ion current IT which ir extracted 
through this cathode. 
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Fig. 1. The Ion Extraction from the Plasma. 
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Fig. 3. A Cross-Sectional View of the P.I.G. Ion Source 
Assembly. 

Fig. 2. The Ion Extraction from the Plasma. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the Discharge Current with the 
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on the Curve. 
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Fig. 6. The True Ion Current. 

Fig. 5. Electrostatic Suppression of Secondary Elec- 
trons for Ion Current Measurement. 
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Fig. 8. The Ion Current to the Cathodes. 
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